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Abstract—Messaging between two parties and in the group
setting has enjoyed widespread attention both in practice, and,
more recently, from the cryptographic community. One of the
main challenges in the area is constructing secure (end-to-
end encrypted) and efficient messaging protocols for group
conversations. The popular messaging applications WhatsApp
and Signal utilise a protocol in which, instead of sharing a
single group key, members have individual sender keys, which are
shared with all other group members. The Sender Keys protocol
is claimed to offer forward security guarantees. However, despite
its broad adoption in practice, it has never been studied formally
in the cryptographic literature.

In this paper we present the first analysis of the Sender Keys
protocol along with some prospective improvements. To this end,
we introduce a new cryptographic primitive, develop a game-
based security model, present a security analysis in the passive
and active settings, and propose several improvements to the
protocol.

Index Terms—Secure Messaging, Group Messaging, Signal,
WhatsApp, Sender Keys.

I. INTRODUCTION

Messaging applications such as WhatsApp, Facebook Mes-
senger, Signal and Telegram have enjoyed widespread adop-
tion and form an integral part of communications for billions
of people. All of the aforementioned applications rely, to a
varying degree, on cryptography to provide diverse forms of
authenticity and secrecy.

Among end-to-end encrypted messaging solutions (this ex-
cludes Telegram and Facebook Messenger by default, among
others), there exist diverse cryptographic solutions. For two-
party messaging, Signal’s Double Ratchet Protocol [1] is the
most popular choice in practice, and many solutions also exist
in the cryptographic literature [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. For group
messaging, the naive solution, as used by Signal Messenger
for small groups, of adopting Double Ratchet sessions among
every pair of group members does not scale well. Thus, recent
work such as the Messaging Layer Security (MLS) standard-
ization effort [7] aims to construct secure group messaging
protocols where the complexity of group operations (adding
and removing members, updating key material) is sublinear
in the group size [8], [9], [10], [11], [12].

Nevertheless, the popular messaging applications Whats-
App and Signal (for large groups) use a protocol for group
messaging [13], [14] that does not involve sharing a unique
group key that evolves over time. This differs from MLS, and
from the group key agreement abstraction followed there [9],
[10], [11]. This protocol, called Sender Keys, has not been

formally studied in the literature despite its widespread adop-
tion.

A. Secure Group Messaging

Two standard security notions prevail in the literature both
for two-party and group messaging. The first is forward
security (FS), which protects the confidentiality of past mes-
sages in the event of a key exposure and can be achieved
using just symmetric cryptography (for example by iteratively
hashing symmetric keys). The second is post-compromise
security (PCS), which ensures that security can be restored
after a key exposure in certain adversarial settings [15],
typically when the adversary is passive for some period of
time. FS- and PCS-oriented key evolution mechanisms are
commonly known as ratcheting.

Both properties apply to the confidentiality and authenticity
of sent messages and can be captured formally in a security
game. There exist different formalisations of security in the
literature, but most of them model an adversarial Delivery
Service (DS), the entity responsible for delivering messages
between participants via the communication channel. The
adversary (modelling the DS) can act as an eavesdropper (with
extended yet limited capabilities) as in [9], as a semi-active
adversary which can schedule messages arbitrarily [10], or
as an active adversary that can inject messages [11], [16].
In many protocols, including Sender Keys and MLS, the DS
relies mainly on some centralized infrastructure (the central
server hereafter).

Some messaging protocols also require additional infra-
structure to deal with user authentication or security. This
may include Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), or, in the
case of Sender Keys, secure two-party messaging channels
established between each pair of users. Achieving security in
multiple groups simultaneously is outside the scope of this
work, and requires additional precautions detailed in [17].

B. Sender Keys

In a Sender Keys group G, every user ID ∈ G owns a
so-called sender key which is shared with all group members.
A sender key is a tuple send-k = (spk, ck), where spk is a
public signature key (with a private counterpart ssk), and ck is
a symmetric chain key. Every time a user ID sends a message
m to the group, ID encrypts m using a message key mk
that is deterministically derived from its chain key ck. Upon
message reception, group members also derive mk to decrypt
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the message. Messages are authenticated by appending the
sender’s signature.

Forward security is provided by using a fresh message key
for every message; every time a message is sent, the chain key
is hashed forward using a key derivation function. In other
words, chain keys are symmetrically ratcheted.

The protocol also requires that there exist confidential
and authenticated two-party communication channels between
every pair of users. These are used for sharing sender keys in
the event of parties being added or removed from the group.

C. Contributions

The main scientific contributions of our paper are the
following:
• We introduce a new cryptographic primitive, Group Mes-

senger (GM), which is suitable for messaging protocols
like Sender Keys that are not necessarily based on group
key agreement.

• We formally describe Sender Keys, based on a code
analysis of Signal’s source code [14], and WhatsApp’s
security white paper [13].

• We present a security model for (single-group) Group
Messenger. We do so via a security game that considers
an active adversary who can interact with several oracles.
The game is parametrised by a cleanness predicate that
captures forward-secure group messaging.

• We carry out a security analysis for passive and active ad-
versaries and detail prospective fixes and improvements
to the Sender Keys protocol.

We note that this is a preliminary and shortened version of
our work.

II. PRIMITIVE SYNTAX

Unless otherwise stated, all algorithms are probabilistic,
and (x1, . . . )

$← A(y1, . . . ) is used to denote that A returns
(x1, . . . ) when run on input (y1, . . . ). Blank values are rep-
resented by ⊥. We denote the security parameter by λ and its
unary representation by 1λ. We also define the state γ of a user
ID as the data required by ID for protocol execution, including
message records, group-related variables, and cryptographic
material.

We introduce a cryptographic primitive that we call Group
Messenger GM := (Init, Send,Recv,Exec,Proc), similar to
other group messaging abstractions such as Continuous Group
Key Agreement (CGKA) [9]. In contrast to CGKA, our
primitive does not model key agreement (as this does not
neatly capture the Sender Keys protocol), but rather sending
and receiving messages. The syntax is as follows.
• γ $← Init(1λ, ID): Given the security parameter 1λ and a

user identity ID, the probabilistic initialisation algorithm
returns an initial state γ.

• (C, γ′) $← Send(m, γ): Given a message m, and a state
γ, the probabilistic sending algorithm returns a ciphertext
C and a new state γ′.

• (m, γ′) ← Recv(C, γ): Given a ciphertext C, and a
state γ, the deterministic receiving algorithm returns a
message m and a new state γ′.

• (C, γ′) $← Exec(cmd, IDs, γ): Given a command
cmd ∈ {crt,add,rem}, a list of user identities IDs,

and a state γ, the probabilistic execution algorithm
returns a ciphertext C and a new state γ′.

• γ′ ← Proc(C, γ): Given a ciphertext C, and a state γ,
the deterministic processing algorithm returns a new state
γ′.

Note that there are separate algorithms for sending / re-
ceiving application messages and for executing / processing
changes to the group. Furthermore, should two-party protocols
be required under the hood to implement the group primitive
(this is not the case for CGKAs such as TreeKEM [9]), then
these are outside the scope of this definition.

III. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

In this section, we introduce a formal description of the
Sender Keys protocol in accordance with our Group Messen-
ger syntax.

A. Protocol Setup

1) Central server: The Delivery Service (DS) relies on a
central server which provides total ordering of messages and
authenticates users initially (i.e. it acts as a PKI). In practice,
the DS is also responsible for managing two-party channels.

2) Two-party channels: The protocol assumes that there
exist authenticated and secure two-party communication chan-
nels (for example using Signal’s Double Ratchet protocol [1]
as done in WhatsApp [13]) between every pair of protocol
users. This assumption can be realized via the Delivery Ser-
vice and asynchronous, PKI-aided key-exchange mechanisms
such as X3DH [18].

3) Primitives: The protocol uses standardised [19], [20]
underlying cryptographic primitives:

• Two different Key Derivation Functions (KDF) H1,H2 :
{0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ. These are used to derive message
keys mk and chain keys ck, respectively.

• A symmetric encryption scheme (Enc,Dec).
• A digital signature scheme (Gen, Sig,Ver).

In Signal’s implementation of Sender Keys [14], the
KDFs are instantiated as H1(m) := HMAC(0x01,m) and
H2(m) := HMAC(0x02,m). We note that in Signal’s two-
party sessions signatures are not used. Instead, messages are
authenticated by computing a MAC based on a function of
the message key.

In WhatsApp [13], the HMAC used for the KDF
is HMAC-SHA256, the symmetric encryption scheme is
AES-256 in CBC mode, and the signature scheme is ECDSA
with Curve25519.

B. State

The state γ of a user ID contains a sender key send-k :=
(spk, ck), where spk denotes the the signature public key and
ck the chain key, as well as a secret signature key ssk, each
belonging to ID. The state also maintains a list of current
group members G. Additionally, for each user ID ∈ G
the sender key send-kID, a list of skipped message keys
{mkiID, . . . }, used for out-of-order delivery, and the counter i
are stored. If ID leaks its state, we say that it suffered a state
compromise.



C. Algorithms

We describe the Sender Keys protocol according to our
Group Messenger primitive defined in Section II. The descrip-
tion follows Signal’s reference implementation [14] regarding
sender key ratcheting as well as message encryption and
decryption. The details of the Exec and Recv algorithms are in-
ferred from [13], but we cannot assert that our interpretation is
entirely faithful to WhatsApp’s implementation. A simplified
example of a 3-message conversation is shown in Figure 1.

1) State initialization: The Init algorithm initializes the
state variables of users; in practice this is done at install time.

2) Group creation: The creation of a group is carried out
via the Exec(crt,G, γ) algorithm which takes a list of pro-
spective members G := {ID1, . . . , ID|G|} as input. All parties
are assumed to have pre-established two-party communication
sessions. The group creator γ.ME generates a chain key ck $←
{0, 1}λ and a signature key pair (γ.spk, γ.ssk) $← Gen(1λ).
Then, it sends its sender key γ.send-k = (γ.spk, ck) to each
ID ∈ G individually via their secure two-party channel.

3) Message sending: To send the ith message mi, a user
γ.ME calls the Send(mi, γ) algorithm which does the follow-
ing:

• Derive a new message key mk from the symmetric part of
its sender key (i.e. the chain key) as mkiME ← H1(ck

i
ME).

• Encrypt the message mi as ci
$← Enc(mkiME,mi).

• Ratchet the chain key ck1 as cki+1
ME ← H2(ck

i
ME).

• Jointly sign the ciphertext ci, the message index i and
the sender’s identity ME as σi

$← Sig(ssk, (ci, i,ME))
• Send C := (ci, i,ME, σi) to all group members via the

DS.

If γ.send-k = ⊥, then γ.ME must first generate a fresh
sender key and distribute it as in the group creation. This
occurs every time a member sends their first message after
entering the group or after a member removal. We emphasise
that ciphertexts are not sent over the preexisting two-party
channels that are used to communicate sender keys, but rather
over the network (i.e., via the Delivery Service) itself.

4) Message reception: Upon reception of a message C =
(ci, i, ID, σi), the receiver calls Recv(C, γ). First, Recv veri-
fies ID and the signature as Ver(send-k[ID].spk, σi, (ci, i, ID))
(note that if send-k[ID] = ⊥, the receiver must wait until a
new sender key is sent by ID). If the check passes, then the
algorithm proceeds as follows:

• If send-k[ID].ck is at iteration i:
derive mki ← H1(send-k[ID.ck]),
decrypt ci as mi ← Dec(mki, ci) and erase mki,
and refresh send-k[ID.ck]← H2(send-k[ID.ck]).

• If send-k[ID].ck is at iteration j < i, refresh the chain
key i − j times as send-k[ID.ck] ← H2(send-k[ID.ck])
while storing message keys mkj , . . .mki−1 (up to Nmax

keys). Then, obtain mki, decrypt ci, and erase mki.
• If send-k[ID].ck is at iteration j > i, search for a

stored mkj , attempt to decrypt ci, and erase mkj . If
unsuccessful, output ⊥.

1Note that this practice is safer (better FS) than first evolving the chain key
and then deriving a message key, since it allows for the immediate deletion
of the chain key used to derive the message key.

5) Membership changes: To add a new user ID to the
group, a member calls Exec(add, {ID}, γ). This produces a
notification message T sent to all group members including
ID. Separately, γ.ME sends every member’s sender key to ID
using their two-party channel. As mentioned earlier, ID only
generates and sends its own sender key when they send their
first message.

To remove a user ID from the group, a member calls
Exec(rem, {ID}, γ) and sends the notification T to all mem-
bers.

6) Message processing: Group changes are processed via
Proc(T, γ). If a user ID is added, γ.ME simply updates the
list of group members γ.G. If ID is removed, γ.ME deletes
all sender keys, including his own. In this scenario, the group
“starts over", namely all members must generate and send a
new sender key (i.e. a new signature key pair and symmetric
key) to the members.

A : (ckiA, sskA, spkA, B : (ckjB , sskB , spkB ,

ckjB , spkB) ckiA, spkA)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A sends mi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

mkiA ← H1(ck
i
A)

ci
$← Enc(mkiA,mi)

(ci, i, A, σi) assert Ver(spkA, σi)=1

cki+1
A ← H2(ck

i
A) mkiA ← H1(ck

i
A)

σi
$← Sig(sskA, (ci, i, A)) mi ← Dec(mkiA, ci)

cki+1
A ← H2(ck

i
A)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A sends mi+1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

mki+1
A ← H1(ck

i+1
A )

ci+1
$← Enc(mki+1

A ,mi+1)
(ci+1, i+1,

A, σi+1)
assert Ver(spkA, σi+1)=1

cki+2
A ← H2(ck

i+1
A ) mki+1

A ← H1(ckA)

σi+1
$← Sig(sskA,

(ci+1, i+1, A)) mi+1 ← Dec(mki+1
A , ci+1)

cki+2
A ← H2(ck

i+1
A )

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B sends mj . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

mkjB ← H1(ck
j
B)

assert Ver(spkB , σj)=1 (cj , j, B, σj) cj
$← Enc(mkjB ,mj)

mkjB ← H1(ck
j
B) ckj+1

B ← H2(ck
j
B)

mj ← Dec(mkjB , cj) σj
$← Sig(sskB , (cj , j, B))

ckj+1
B ← H2(ck

j
B)

Figure 1: Sending/receiving messages between two group members for a three-message
(in-order) conversation. Ephemeral message keys mk are deleted immediately after use.
A’s initial sender key is (ckiA, sskA) and B’s initial sender key is (ckjB , sskB).

IV. SECURITY MODEL

We propose a model of security for our Group Messenger
primitive that captures the security suitable for an authen-
ticated and forward-secure group messaging scheme. We
introduce a game played between a probabilistic polynomial
time (PPT) adversary A and a challenger.



A. Game Description

At the beginning of the game, a bit b is uniformly sampled
which parametrises the game. To win, the adversary either
has to guess b or carry out a successful forgery in a clean
protocol run. The game is parameterised by a cleanness
predicate (sometimes safety [9] predicate) that captures the
exact security of the protocol, namely the authenticity and
confidentiality of group messages.

In this work, we assume that the two-party communication
channels used for sending sender keys are perfectly secure;
i.e., always confidential and authenticated. This assumption is
not easily met in practice, but allows us to capture the essence
of Sender Keys alone.

For simplicity, the game starts with a pre-established group
G where every member ID ∈ G already has everyone’s
honestly generated sender key. Then, A can interact with
several oracles:
• OChallenge(ID,m0,m1). The adversary receives a cipher-

text Cb corresponding to ID sending mb, i.e., the output
of Cb ← Send(mb, γID).

• OSend(ID,m). ID sends an application-level message m
using the Send algorithm, producing a ciphertext C.

• OReceive(ID, ID′, C). ID calls Recv on an application-
level ciphertext C claimed to be from user ID′. If C has
not been generated honestly via the OSend(ID,m) oracle
and receiving is successful, b is leaked to A.

• OAdd(ID, ID′). ID adds ID′ to the group via Exec, gener-
ating a control message T .

• ORemove(ID, ID′). ID removes ID′ from the group via
Exec, generating a control message T .

• ODeliver(ID, T ). A control message T is delivered to ID
who calls Proc.

• OExpose(ID). The current state γ of ID leaks to A.
• OExpMK(ID, i). The i-th message key mk of ID leaks toA.

No message encrypted under this key can be challenged
(neither before nor after exposure).

After q oracle queries, the adversary outputs a guess b′

of b. Note that A can win the game either by guessing
a challenge correctly or by injecting a forged message via
OReceive successfully.

B. Cleanness

For the particular case of Sender Keys, we describe the
cleanness predicate which defines the following conditions
for a valid game:
• We define the event refresh(ID) that occurs when: 1)

some member has been removed from the group, and
2) member ID processes this change (note the lack of a
PCS update option).

• After exposing any user ID, all adversarial calls to
OChallenge on future messages are disallowed until
refresh(ID) occurs for every ID ∈ G. This extends to
all challenges on skipped messages (out-of-order) that
ID has not received at exposure time.

• After exposing a specific user ID′, A cannot win the
game by impersonating ID′ via OReceive(ID, ID′, C) for a
forgery C until a new refresh(ID) event occurs.

We remark that our security notion is adaptive insofar as users
can adaptively expose users. Under our cleanness predicate,

we consider limited injection queries, i.e., partially active
security. Our modelling further assumes that the underlying
two-party channels are perfectly secure, and thus we leave
it as important future work to examine security where, e.g.,
state exposures on the underlying channels are allowed and
the consequent security guarantees are captured.

V. SECURITY

We claim that Sender Keys, as described in Section III,
is secure with respect to our security model. However, the
security captured by our cleanness predicate is sub-optimal,
in the sense that forward security can be strengthened for
authentication, as we introduce in Section V-C. Here we
introduce a security analysis, but leave a security proof and
more accurate modelling for future work.

A. Passive adversaries

For a (semi-)passive adversary which does not attempt to
inject messages via OReceive (but can still schedule messages
arbitrarily), we claim that Sender Keys is secure with respect
to the cleanness predicate, given that the symmetric encryption
scheme is IND-CPA secure. Towards proving this:
• If the KDF is a one-way function, message keys mki

can be exposed independently; the compromise of a
message key never affects the confidentiality of other
keys or messages. Hence, giving adversarial access to
OExpMK(ID, i) does not impact the cleanness predicate.

• Also assuming one-wayness of the KDF, forward secrecy
holds trivially except for out-of-order messages.

• Assuming that the two-party channels are secure, all
users recover from state exposure via OExpose(ID) after a
removal is made effective. Note that, outside our model,
security of the two-party channels may also degrade after
a state exposure, leaving room for further attacks.

B. Single- vs multi-key

In a Sender Keys group, each user is associated with a
different symmetric key and thus the state comprises O(n)
secret material at all times. Since users encrypt and then hash
forward using their own key when sending each message,
users can safely send messages concurrently and with some
inter-member message reordering.

For large groups, however, this scaling behaviour may
represent a bottleneck. Consequently, one can envision trade-
offs between the amount of concurrency supported and the
amount of secret material required to be stored at a given point
a time. The other extreme of the spectrum would be when all
users maintain the same single symmetric chain. In situations
where users are not expected to concurrently send messages
this allows the secret state size to reduce to O(1) without
degrading security. To deal with concurrency in this setting,
a central server which rejects all but the first (for example)
message and requests re-transmission for other users could
then be employed.

In MLS, a new group secret (chosen by a single user) is
established each epoch, from which point all O(n) application
keys are derived for a given point in time; MLS additionally
supports out-of-order message delivery within a given epoch.
In Sender Keys, each user chooses their own key; thus, the
security of ciphertexts in the presence of a passive adversary is



contingent upon users initially sampling their key with enough
entropy.

C. Active attacks

In an active adversary scenario, the security of Sender
Keys is sub-optimal. In particular, we note two issues. First,
consider a simple group G = {ID1, ID2} and the following
sequence of oracle queries:
• q1 = OSend(ID1,m) which generates the i-th message C

encrypted under mk and signed under ssk1.
• q2 = OExpose(ID1), where A obtains ssk1, but not mk.
• q3 = OExpMK(ID1, i), leaking mk.
• A crafts c′ = Enc(m′,mk), signs it under ssk1 and

forges a C ′.
• q4 = ODeliver(ID2, C

′), as the i-th message.
Note that q4 is a forbidden query by our cleanness predicate in
Section IV-B. q4 attempts to inject a message that corresponds
to key material utilized before the state exposure, hence one
can envision stronger forward security where queries like q4
are allowed. In this case, the Sender Keys adversary would
win the game. We describe how to achieve such stronger
security in Section V-D by strengthening signatures.

Technically, the query q3 can be replaced by OExpose(IDk),
or even be omitted as the adversary can still create a valid
forgery by altering the metadata in C (such as the sender’s
identity) without crafting a new c′. This attack can occur
naturally if ID2 is offline when m is first sent.

An attack of a similar nature can also occur if the same
signature key is re-used across groups, and they are refreshed
at different times, as pointed out in [17].

The second issue we note is that the implementation
of the Exec algorithm can be problematic if messages are
not authenticated correctly. This led to attacks in the past
such as the burgle into the group or the acknowledgement
forgery attacks in [21]. Securing control messages and group
membership changes is possible as introduced in [16].

D. Proposed Modifications and Tweaks

1) Ratcheting signature keys: The attack shown in the
previous section can be mitigated if signature keys are also
ratcheted. A simple fix is to introduce a chain of signature
keys, where an ephemeral signature key is created every time
a message or block of messages is sent.

Let (ssk, spk) be ID’s signature key pair, where spk is part
of its Sender Key. Then, before sending a new message m
to the group, ID can generate a new key pair (ssk′, spk′) $←
Gen(1λ). Then, ID can do as follows:
• Encrypt the ith message m with the corresponding mk,

c $← Enc(mk,m).
• Sign C ← (c, i, ID, spk′) as σ $← Sig(ssk, C)
• Send the tuple (σ,C) to the group.
• Replace ssk by ssk′.

Upon reception of a message, ID′ will:
• Verify the signature as Ver(spk, σ, C) and decrypt the

ciphertext c.
• Replace spk by spk′ in ID’s sender key.
Note that this countermeasure involves a notable overhead

and entropy consumption (although only for the sender), so it
may not be desirable in all scenarios, or for all sent messages.

Users could also replace their signature keys on-demand or
on a time schedule to trade more post-compromise security
for performance.

2) Randomness manipulation: We note that Sender Keys,
as described in Section III, is susceptible to randomness
exposure and randomness manipulation attacks. Namely, the
adversary does not need to leak a member’s state, but simply
control the randomness used by the device, inhibiting any
form of PCS. Protection against this family of attacks can
be attained at small cost if freshly generated keys are hashed
with the state or with part of the state, as in [2] and the classic
NAXOS trick for authenticated key exchange [22].

3) Refresh option for PCS: Post compromise security
(PCS) is generally achieved when introducing fresh random-
ness by establishing new group secrets. In the case of Sender
Keys, it could be beneficial to establish new sender keys
across the group at some intervals, for instance via an update
group operation, as noted in [17]. However, if only Alice
updates her sender key, a passive adversary would still be
able to eavesdrop on messages sent by any other group
member. Furthermore, as the sender key is group-specific, any
messages sent by Alice in another group are also susceptible
to eavesdropping. We refer the reader to Appendix A of [17]
for a more detailed discussion and conclude that the sender
keys is not a suitable approach towards achieving a PCS-
secure group messenger.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The Sender Keys protocol is a convenient protocol for
group chats which is simple to implement, achieves a fair
degree of end-to-end forward security, and deals well with
concurrency. Nevertheless, we remark that no security is
gained by employing multiple sender keys with respect to a
single group key given randomness used to generate the keys
is honest (i.e., in our model). Furthermore, forward security
is sub-optimal for message authentication, which can be fixed
by ratcheting signature keys.

Our results are under the assumption that two-party chan-
nels are secure, which is clearly not the case in practice. There-
fore, more powerful attacks may arise under a more realistic
model where exposure of two-party channels is possible. We
also note that, in the real world, the security of messaging
apps can also be broken in different ways than attacking the
protocol. Additional features such as conversation transcript
backups and multi-device support highly increase the attack
surface and should be avoided in applications where security
is critical.

Our analysis leaves multiple directions for future work,
such as a rigorous formalization of the security model with
a fine-grained analysis of the two-party channels and user
compromise, more precise cleanness predicates, and especially
concrete security reductions.
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